UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

December 30, 1991
Docket No. 50-397
Mr G. C. Sorensen, Manager
Regulatory Programs
Wash;ngton Public Power Supply System
3000 George Wash;ngton Way
P.O. Box 968
Richland, Washington 99352
Dear Mr. Sorensen:
SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION OF THE WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM (WPPSS)
NUCLEAR PROJECT NUMBER 2 STATION BLACKOUT ANALYSIS (TAC NO. M68626)
The Station Blackout (SBO) rule requires licensees to submit information as
defined in 10 CFR 50.63 and to provide a plan and schedule for conformance to
the SPO rule. The Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS or the licensee)
provided responses to the SBO rule regardin~ the WPPSS Nuclear Project Number 2
(WNP-Z) by letters dated April 17, l~e9, ~arch 30 1 1990, and June .7, 1990 1 to
the NRC. In addition, a conference call between members of your staff and the
NRC staff was hfld on April 25, 1991. Addit;onal infonnation regarding SBO was
provided by your letter dated July 1, 1991.
Your responses were reviewed by the NP.C staff and by Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC) under contract to the NRC. SAIC did not
review your response of July 11 1991. Results of this review are documented in
the attached Safety Evaluation (SE) and the SAIC Technical Evaluation Report
(TER) SAIC-91/665e,
"Washington Nuclear Plant Number 2, Station Blackout
Evaluation, 11 dateC: July 15, 1991, (Attachment 1 of Enclosure 1).
Based on our revie\·: of your submittals and the SAIC TER, tJe find that WNP-2
does not conform with the SBO rule, the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.155, the
Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NU~'i.8.RC) report 87-00 1 11 Guf de lines and
Techrftal Bases for NUMARC Initiatives Addressing Station Blackout at Light
Water Reactors, 11 dated November 198/, and NUMARC 87-00 Supplemental Questions/
Answers and Major Assumption~. dated December 27, 1989 (fssu~d to the industry
by NU~ARC on January 4, 19t~ •• The areas of non-confonnance are identified in
the enclosed SE.
In addition, the following areas may require follow-up inspection by the NRC
to verify that the implementation of any modifications and the supporting
documentations which you may propose as a result of this evaluation are
adequate to meet the SBO rule. The staff is developing guidance for this
foll ow-up insp.ect1on to verify the following:
a.

Hardware and procedural modifications.

b.

SBO procedures in accordance with RG 1.155, Position 3.4, and
NUMARC 87-00, Section 4,

...

.. ., '....
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c.

Operator staffing and training to follow the identified actions ;n
the procedures,

d.

EOG reliability program meets, as a minimum, the guidelines of
RG 1.155,

e.

Equipment and components required to cope with an SBO are
;ncorporated in a QA prosram that meets the guidance of RG 1.155,
Appendix A1 and

f.

Actions taken pertaining
the SE.

t~

the specific recommendations noted in

The guidance provided on technical specification (TS) for SBO states that the
TS should be consistent with the Interim Conmission Policy Statement on TS.
The staff has taken the position that TS are required for SBO response equipment. However, the question of how specifications for the SBO requirements
tJill be applied is currently being considered by the NRC on a generic basis in
the Technical Specification Improvement Program and remains open at this time.
In the interim, plant procedures are expected to reflect the appropriate
testing and surveillance requirements to ensure SBO e~ufp~nt operability. If
the staff later detennines that TS regarding SBC equiprrent is warranted, you
will be notified on the implementation requirements and guidelines.
A revised response to the SBO rule which addresses the areas of non-conformance
should be submitted for our review within 60 days of the receipt of this
letter. The issue of tonfonnance tt the SBO ru1e for WNP-2 remains opEn
pending acceptable resolution of the identified non-conformances.
Sh<Juld

y~u

have any questions, please ccntact me.

~~P~t

Patrlc1a L. Eng,
Manager
'reject Directorate V
Division of Reactor Projects JJI/IV/V
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure:
As s taterl

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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WASHINGTON. D.C. mi&&

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
STATION BLACKOUT EVALUATION
WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
WNP-2
DOCKET NO. 50-397
.·
1.0 INTRODUCTION
I

On July 21, 1988, the Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR Part 50, was amended
to ir.clude a new Section 50.63, entitled "Loss of All Alternating Current

Power," (Station Blackout). The Station Blackout (SBO) rule requires that each
light-~ater cooled nuclear power plant be able to withstand and recover from an
SBO of a specified duration. The SBO rule also requires licensees to submit
informatior. as defined in Part 50.63 and to provide a plan and schedule for
conforrr.aoce to the SBO rule. The SBO rule further requires that the baseline
asst..'tl:ptions, analyses, and related information be available for NRC revie\'t.
Guidance for confonnance to the SBO rule is pro~ided by (1) Regulatory Guide
(RG) 1.155, Station Blackout, (Z) The Nuclear ManagelTIP.r.t and Resources Council,
Inc. (NUMARC) E7·00, Guidelines and Technical Be.s~s for NUMARC Initiatives .
Addressing Station Blackout at Light Water Reactors, and (3) NUMARC 87-00
Supplemental Questions/Answers and Majer Assumptions dated December 27, 1989,
(issued to the industry by NUMARC on January 4, 1990).
To facilitate

t~e NRC staff's (hereafter referred to as staff) review of
licensee responses to the SBO rule, the staff endorsed two generic response
forrr~ts. One response format is for use by plants proposing to use an Alternate
AC (Pfl.C) power source and the other fonnat is for use by plants proposing an AC
independent response. The· ger.erfc response fonnats provide the staff with a
sul11tlary of the results from the license~'s analysis of the plant's SBO coping
capability. The licer.sees are expected to.verify the accuracy of the .results
and mti; iitai n documentation that supports the stated results Compliance to the
SBC rule i.s verified by a review of the licensee's submittal an audit rev1e'°'
of the supporting documentation as deemed necessary, and possible follow-up NRC
inspections to ensure that the licensee has implemented the appropriate hardware
and/or procedure modifications that will be required to comply with the seorule.
1

The licensee's responses to the SBO rule were provided by letters from G. C.
Sorensen on April 17, 1989, March 30, 1990, and June 7, 1990, to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Conunission, Document Control Desk. Also, there was a
teleconfErence between representatives of the licensee and the NRC staff on
April 25, 1991, and licensee's responses to NRC questions regarding the SBO
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submittals were received on May s. 1991. The licensee provided additional
information by letter dated July 1, 1991. The licensee's responses except
July 1, 199I response were reviewed by Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) under contract to the NRC. The results of the SAIC review
are documented by a Technical Evaluation Report (TER) SAIC-91/6658 °WASHINGTON
NUCLEAR PLANT NUMBER 2 STATION BLACKOUT EVALUATION° dated July 15, 1991,
(Attachment 1) •
2.0 EVALUATION
After reviewinq the licensee's submittals and the SAIC TER, the staff concurs
with the SAIC analysis and conclusions as identified in the SAIC TER (refer to
Attachment 1 for details). The staff findinqs and reconunendations are
sunmarized as follows.
2.1 Station Blackout Duration
The licensee has calculated a minimum acceptable SBO duration of 4 hours based
on a plant ac power desiqn characteristic Group "Pl, 11 an emerqency ac (EAC)
power confiquration Group "C. 11 and a tarqet Emerqency Diesel Generator (EDG)
rt:Hability of 0.95. The EAC power confiquration Group C is based on two
EDGs not credited as AAC power sources, with one EOG required to operate safe
shutdown equipment followinq a loss of offsite power. The tarqet EOG
reliability was based on the Washinqton Nuclear Plant Number 2 (WNP-2) havinq
an averaqe EOG reliability qreater than 0.94 for the last 50 demands. Althouqh
this is an acceptable criterion for· choosinq an EOG tarqet reliability. the
quidance of RG 1.155 requires that the EOG statistics for the last 20 and 100
demands also be calculated. The "Pl 11 qroupinq is based on an independence of
offsite power classification
of Group 11 11/2. 11 a severe weather (SW)
clHsifitaticiri of Group 11 1, and an extremely severe weather (ESW)
classification of Group "1."
11

11

11

After reviewinq the available information in the licensee's submittal, RG
1.155. NUMARC 87-00. and SAIC's TER • .the staff aqrees with the licensee's
calculation of a 4-hour SBO copinq duration. However, the results usinq data
from NUMARC 87-00 indicate that WNP-2 belonqs to SW Group 11 2" rather than- SH
Group "l" as deterffiined by the licensee. This discrepancy does not impact the
recommended copin4 duration and therefore is not an issue.
2.2 Alternate AC (AAC) Power Source
The licensee has proposed to use the division-3 diesel qenerator as an AAC
powE:r source to operate systems necessary for the required 580 copinq duration
and recovery therefrom.
2.2.1 General staff position on AAC power sources
The definition in 10 CFR 50.2, RG 1.155 and NUMARC 87-00 define AAC power
source in terms of four attributes: (1) connections to the offsite or the
onsite AC power systems, (2) minimum potential for conunon cause failure with
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offsite power or the onsite emergency AC power sources, (3) t;mely availability,
and (4) required capacity and reliability. More specifically, in regard to the
fourth attribute, the SBO Rule reads as follows:
11
•

(4) Has sufficient capacity and reliability for operation of all systems
required for coping with station blackout and for the time required to
bring and maintain the plant in safe shutdown (non-design basis accident)."

In view of the variety of types. capacities, capabilities of power sources
proposed as AAC sources by various licensees, the staff has characterized
proposed AAC power sources as being either optimum, fully capable, or partially
capable. This characterization, which relates only to the capacity attribute
cited above, was necessary in order to facilitate the staff review of licensee
responses to the SBO Rule. It does not invalidate or revoke any of the ·
requirements or guidance applicable to AAC power sources.
An optimum AAC power source design is one that is capable of powering simultaneously both safety trains of nonnal safe shutdown systems and equipment.
Such a design, following actuation of the AAC source, would provide completely
redundant normal safe shutdown capability during an SBO and allow recovery
from the main control room.
A fully capable AAC power source design 1s one that is capable of powering at
least one complete safety train of normal safe shutdown systems and equipment.
This includes decay heat removal, battery charging, HVAC (heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning), emergency lighting, and the associated controls and
instrumentation. Thus, although redundant capability is not available, a fully
capzb1e AAC source would enable attainment of safe shutdown during an SBO and
allow recovery from the main control room.
A minimally capable AAC power source design is one that is not capable of
powering all (or any) normal safety train related safe shutdown equipmenti but
it is capable of powering specific equipment that, in conjunction with extensive
ma~Lal operator actions both inside and outside of the control room, is critical
for attaining safe shutdown during an SBO. Appendix R diesels proposed as an
AAC source are examples of minimally capable AAC sources. With this design.
··operability· of the main ·control room·cou·ld not· be assurec!··unless the-batteries
were sized to operate for th~ SBO duration, or battery charging capability was
provided by the AAC source.
2.2.1.1 Connectability of AAC power sources

The basic criteria governing the connectability of an AAC power source are
contained in 10 CFR 50.2 (The AAC source should be connectable to but nonnally
not connected to the offsite or onsite EAC power systems.), and 10 CFR 50.63
(SBO should not assume a concurrent single failure or design basis accident).
Therefore, in a one unit site as a minimum an AAC source need only be connectable to one set of safe shutdown equipment, regardless of whether that equipment
is part of a safety train or not.

-42.2.2 Proposed AC (AAC) Power Source
The licensee proposes to use the division-3 diesel generator as an AAC power
source to operate the systems necessary for the required coping duration of
4 hours and recovery therefrom~
The staff conceptually accepts that the dfvision-3 diesel generator could meet
the minimally capable AAC source requirements and the connectabilfty criteria
of Section 2.2.1.1 above ff a cross-connect capability is provided to one of
the other full divisions to power the required SBO loads. However. the licensee
proposes to use the division-3 diesel generator only to power the HPCS pump and
its associated systems. The division-3 diesel generator will not be connectable
to other emergency trains, and the licensee did not propose to use the excess
capacity to augment the plant's ability to cope with an SBO event. Therefore,
the st&ff would not classify the division-3 diesel generator as an AAC source.
However, it is acceptable to the staff to use the division-3 diesel generator
to assist in coping during an S~O event. The licensee provided a cop1~g
analysis using the "AC-Independent" approach, so the issue of whether the
divisiori-3 diesel generator is or is not classified as an AAC source is not
relevant.
2.3 Station Blackout Coping Capability

The characteristics of the following plant systems and components were reviewed
to assure that the systems have the availability, adequacy, and capability to
achieve and maintain a safe shutdown and to recover from ari SBO for a 4-hour
coping duration.
~.3.I

Condensate Inventory for Decay Heat Removal

The licensee stated that a plant specific analysis was performed using the
g~idances described in NUMARC 87-00 to detennine the condensate required for
decay heat removal and using a computer program written specifically for the
WNP-2 SBO to determine the condensate required for primary system cooldown. It
was determined that 104,226 gallons of condensate were required to·cope with an
SBO event of 4 hours. The 1icensee indicated that t~~-Ie~hni.~al. ~p~ctf'U:~~jo.os .
(Ts)-·requ1re·~a:~minimum··condef1sat1f'stori!le'-tan1Creserve of 135,000 gallons of
water. This minimum level is checked once per shift by procedure. Furthermore,
during normal operation verification that the minimum level is exceeded is
assured since a low level would cause a loss of condenser vacuum and reactor
shutdown.
Based on its review, the staff concludes that the analysis perfonned by the
licensee is acceptable and that there is sufficient condensate water at the
WNP-2 plant to cope with an SBO event of 4 hourse

~----~-----------------------------------------
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2.3.2 Class lE Battery Capacity
The licensee stated that the battery capacity calculations have been perfonned
in accordance with NUMARC 87-00 1 Section 7.2.2, to verify that the 125V Class
lE (Bl-1 and Bl-2), 250V Class lE (82-1), and 250V non-Class lE (81-7) batteries
have sufficient capacity to meet SBO loads for 4 hours. These calculations
were performed using the guidance from IEEE Std. 485. The licensee indicated
that the main turbine emergency oil pump and two reactor feed pump (RFP)
turbine emergency lube oil pumps will be shed from battery 82-1 within one to
two hours following the onset of an SBO per procedure PPM-5.4.1.
The licensee stated that non-safety related computer loads are stripped from
the battery,82-1 to limit control room heat-up. The staff does not believe
that these loads should be stripped since they provide infonnation to the
operators which could assist them in coping with or recovering from an SBO.
The licensee also indicated that the computer equipment load will be shed
within 30 minutes from the non-Class lE battery Bl-7 to reduce control room
heatup per existing SBO procedure. The Bl-7 battery is not relied upon for any
coping function.
The review of the battery sizing calculations for SBO loads provided by the
licensee reveals the following concerns:
1.

The licensee needs to verify that the battery room temperature of 74°F as
used in the battery capacity calculations is the lowes~ anticipated
electrclyte temperature during nonnal operation per NUMARC 87-00, Section
7.2.2.

2.

The use of battery terminal voltage (210V or 105V) rather than the rnimfmum
allowable equipment terminal voltage for de amperes requirements from UPS
is nonconservative. The voltage drop between the battery tenn1nal and
constant kW load terminal (i.e •• inverter, motors) should be considered.

3.

The UPS efficier.cy of 75% appears to be nonconservative since the UPS load
is less than 50% of
to -6.48
and
- the-- ----UPS'
-- -rating.
--- ---- -(15
. kVA -UPS . loaded
.
-- .. ·- kVA
6~ 72--kvAr~

4.

The licensee's calculation used a higher amperes per positive plate (RT =
143.6A and 147.SA for GN-15 and GN-13, respectively) than the batteries can
provide. (PER EXIDE Catalog Sections 51-52 1 these are 922/7 = 131.71A and
817/6 = 136.17A for GN-15 and GN-13, respectively.)

5.

A design margin of 10% to 15% as reconmended by IEEE Std. 485 should be
used.

Based on the above, the staff cannot verify the adequacy of the battery
capacity.
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Recomnendation: Th~ licensee needs to reevaluate the battery capacity adequacy
without strippinq the computer loads from the Class lE battery 82-2 and considerinq the above concerns. The battery capacity verification and any
resultinq modification should be included in the documentation that is to be
maintained by the licensee in support of the SBO submittals and results of
this evaluation included in the licensee's revised response to the NRC.
2.3.3 Compressed Air
The licensee stated that no air operated valves are relied upon to cope with an
SBO for 4 hour~. The safety relief valves (SRVs), which toqether with hiqh
pressure core spray (HPCS) provide for decay heat transfer to the suppression
pool, have an adequate nitroqen supply for 4 hours of SRV operation. Each of
the SRVs utilized for automatic depressurization is equipped with an air
accumulator and· check valve arranqement. The accumulators are sized to be
capable of openinq the valves and holdinq them open aqainst the maximum drywell
pressure of 45 psiq. Upon loss of ac power, the qas supply pipinq will automatic.ally i_solate from the normal nitroqen supply and the accumulators' backup
compr~ssed qas manifold subsystems will provide 150 psiq nitroqen from banks of
hiqh pressure compressed nitroqen cylinders.
Based on the above, the staff concludes that the plant has suff;cient compressed
air for the operation of the needed valves durinq an SBO event.
2.3.4 Effects of Loss of Ventilation
The licensee has performed analyses to determine the effects of loss of
ventilation durinq an SBC event in the areas containinq equipment required to
cope with the SBO event. The staff's evaluation of the effects of loss of
ventilation in each of these areas is pro~ided below.
2.3.4.1 HPCS Diesel and Electrical E~uipment Room, HPCS Pump Room,
and HPCS Service Water Pump oom
The licensee indicated that coolinq in the HPCS diesel arid electrical equipment
room and HPCS pump room will be maintained durinq an SBO~event, therefore,
- these rooms will·be areas of no··concern. Based on the· fact· that coolinq ·wiH
be available durinq an SBC event, the staff aqrees with the licensee's
conclusion that these rooms will be areas of no concern.
The licens~e further indicated that coolinq will not be provided to the HPCS
service water pump durinq an SBO event. The calculated final steady state
temperature for this room is 151°F. However, the licensee has not discussed
the assessment of the operability of the equipment in this room. Therefore,
the ~taff has not been able to conclude that the op~rabi1ity of the equipment
at the above calculated temperature (151°F) in the HPCS service water pump
room is assured.
Recommendation: The licensee should assess and confirm the operability of the
~Guipm~nt at the above calculated temperature of 151°F in the HPCS service
water pump room.
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2.3.4.2 Inverter Rooms
The licensee has identified the rooms containinq the safety related inverters
IN-2 (RPS-1 Room) and IN-3 (RPS-2 Room) and non-safety related inverter IN-5
(Sw1tchqear Room 2·) to be areas of concern. The calculated peak temperature~
in these rooms durinq an SBO event are 123°F, 115°F, and 113°F, respectively.
The licensee utilized the NUMARC 87-00 methodoloqy to perform the heat-up
analyses for these rooms. The staff finds that the assumptions of inverter
efficiencies used in the analyses are non-conservative (see Section 2.3.2).
Therefore, the staff has not been able to conclude that the above peak
temperatures calculated by the licensee for these inverter rooms are
acceptable.
Recommendation: The licensee should reevaluate the temperature rises in the
inverter rooms usinq more conservative inverter efficiencies includinq the
non-safety related computer loads and reassess the equipment operability in
these areas at the revised calculated peak temperatures. The results of this
reevaluation should be included in the licer1se~'s revised response to the NRC.
2.3.4.3 Control Room
The licensee indicated that the WNP-2 control room heat-up analysis was
performed usinq a transient room heat-up proqram to benchmark the NUMARC 87-00
methodoloqy. The results of this analysis show that the control room
temperature will reach 128°F durinq an SBO event. The licensee further
indicated that operator actions and plant modifications will be pursued to
reduce the temperature to 120°F or less in lieu of providinq reasonable
assurance of operability for SBO equipment at 128°F. The staff will evaluate
the 1icensee 1 s proposed resolution upon submittal and will report its findinqs
in a supplement to the SE.
Recommendation: The licensee should (1) provide a reevaluation of the
temperature rise~ in the control room without strippinq the computer loads
from the Class lE battery 82-1 (see Sect.ion 2.3.2) and usinq the TS temperaturE:
limit of ss~F as the initial temperature, and (2) provide a procedure in
·accordan·ce-\01i·ih···urE:··qtr'lt:arrce. ae·s""cr·;b·ed·-irl-Nl'MARC-·e7:oo··for-operifriq-tne·cc)iitro1
room cabinet doors within 30 minutes of the onset of an SBO event.
2.3.4.4 Steam Tunnel
The licensee calculated a steam tunnel temperature of 169°F usinq NUMARC 87;00
methodoloqy. The licensee stated that there is no HPCS and RCIC equipment
located in the steam tunr1el and that main steamline isolation has been provided
consistent with NUMARC 87-00. Section 7.2.5, criterion 2. Therefore, the
licensee did not identify the steam tunnel as a DAC. Based on the above, the
staff aqrees that the temperature of the steam tunnel is not a concern for the
WNP-2 SBO copinq analysis.
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2.3.4.5 RCIC Pump Room
The licensee did not perform a heat-up calculation for the RCIC pump room
durinq an SBO. The licensee claims that no analysis of this room would be
needed due to the availability of HPCS, which is supported by its dedicated
diesel. The licensee, however, stated that both RCIC and HPCS pumps will be
available to maintain the RCS inventory, and the RCIC pump will not be shut
down. It is the staff's understandinq that the licensee will use RCIC until
it fails due to hiqh temperature (no other failure is assumed). Since HPCS
can support the functions provided by the RCIC pump, the staff concludes that
RCIC failure is of no concern.
2.3.4.6 Containment

The licensee evaluated the containment temperature rise durinq an SBO event
utilizinq the GOTHIC computer code. The preliminary analysis indicated a bulk
drywell temperature of 240°F at the end of 4 hours. This temperature is less
than the qualification temperature for SBO equipment located inside containment.
The licensee indicated that this analysis is in the process of verification.
Upon completion of the verification of the analys;s, the licensee will inform
the NRC if the temperature shuulti siqnificantly increase. After receivinq and
reviewinq this information, the staff will report its findinqs in a supplement
to the SE.
Recommendation: The licensee needs to complete the verification of the
containment heat-up analysis durinq an SBO event and confirm that there is a
reasonable assurance of SBO equipment operability at the evaluated temperature
in the containment.
2.3.5 Containment Isolation

The licensee stated that the plant list of containment i~olation valves (CIVs)
had been reviewed to verify that valvt:s which must be capable of beinq closed
or that must be operated (cycled) under SBO conditions can be positioned (with
indication) ind~pender1t of the preferred and blacked out·.unit's Class lE power
supplies;
· ·
··· ···- ·
·
··
·
The licensee indicated that 222 out of 284 CIVs met one or more of the five
exclusion criteria qiven in RG 1.155 and provided justification~ for discountinq
the need of SBO action for the remaininq 62 CIVs. The licensee further stated
that no plant modifications or procedure chanqes are required to ensure
appropriate containment inteqrity under SBO condition.
After reviewinq SAIC's TER and the list of containment isolation valves
provided by the licensee, the staff concurs with the SAIC TER that there are
several sets of valves (see attached TER for details) for which the licensee
must take the appropriate action with reqard to containment ;solation.

'

.
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Recommendation: The licensee needs to list the valves identified in the
attached TER in an appropriate procedure and identify the actions necessary to
ensure that these valves can be fully closed durinq an SBO event. The valves
closure needs to be confirmed by position indication (local, mechanical,
remote, process information, etc.). This information should also be i.ncluded
with the other documentation that is to be maintained by the licensee in
support of the SBO submittals.
2.3.6 Reactor Coolant Inventory
The licensee stated that the Division-3 emerqency diesel qenerator which will
be available within ten minutes of the onset of an SBO event, will provide
power to the necessary makeup systems to maintain adequate reactor coolant
system inventory to ensure that th~ core is cooled for the 4-hour SBO copinq
duration. WNP-2 has a dedicated HPCS diesel and a HPCS pump which can supply
1650 qpm of water to the reactor vessel. This exceeds the amount required to
replenish the assumed RCS leak rate of 61 qpm (18 qpm per pump plu~ 25 qpm for
the maximum ellowed Technical Specification leakaqe}. The licensee further
stated that reactor pressure vessel (RPV) level is to be rnaintain~ti b~tween +13
and +54.5 inches durinq an SBO us1nq HPCS and/or RCIC, but preferrinq RCIC.
With RCIC operatinq, th~ ~referred suction path wi11 be from the suppression
pool. After reviewinq the support1nq documentation and SAIC's TER, the staff
finds that WNP-2 has sufficient capability to maintain reactor coolant inventory
for the 4-hour SBO event. However. if the licensee plans to use the RCIC
system for level control, the licensee needs to analyze the effect of the RCIC
system on each part of the copinq calculation and include the revised copinq
analysis with the documentation that is to be retained by the licensee in
support of the SBO submittal.
The reactor coolant inventory evaluation as discussed above was based on the
quidance of NUMARC 87-00 of 18 qpm recirculation pump seal leak rate for
boilinq water reactors. The 18 qpm seal leak rate was aqreed to between
l:UMARC and the NRC staff pendir.q resolution of Generic Issue (GI) 23. If the
final resolution of GI-23 defines hiqher recirculation pump seal leak rate
than assumed for the RCS inventory evaluation, the licensee should be aware of
the potent 1a Limpac.t~of".th:ts-reso lution-.on i.ts.,analys:f.s,.and .actions, address.inq
conformance to thP SBO rule.
2.4 Procedures and Traininq
The licensee stated that the plant procedures will be reviewed and modified,
if necessary, to meet the quidelines of NUMARC 87-00, Section 4, in the
fol1ow1nq areas:
AC power restoration per NUMARC 87-00, Section 4.2.2;
Severe weather per NUMARC 87-00, Section 4.2.3.

. .
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The licensee also stated that the plant procedures have been rev;ewed, and
chanqes necessary to meet NUMARC 87-00 will be implemented in the followinq
area:
Station Blackout response per NUMARC 87-00, Section 4.2.li
Procedure chanqes associated with any modifications required after
assessinq copinq capability per NUMARC 87-00, Section 7.
The licensee indicated that no plant modifications have been identified due to
procedure chanqes. The licensee stated that these procedure chanqes will be
completed within two years after the iSsuance of the SE.
The staff did not review the affected procedures or traininq. The staff
expects the licensee to maintain and implement these procedures includinq any
others that may be required to ensure an appropriate response to an SBO event.
Althouqh personnel traininq reGuirements for an SBO response were not specifically addressed in thE: licensee• s submittals, the staff expects the licensee to
implement the appropriate traininq to ~nsure an effective response to an SBO.
2.5 Proposed Modifications
The licensee stated in its initial submittal that no modifications to assure a
4-hour copinq tap,bility have been identified as beinq necessary. However,
durinq the course of the technical review, several modifications (replacement
of inverters IN-2 and IN-3, desiqn chanqes to the Containment t~itroqen Inertfoq
System, and removal of ceilinq panels in the control.room) wtre identified as
beinq necessary. Also, some modifications may be required as a result of the
reevaluation of the effects of loss of ventilation and to resolve other open
items as identified in this SE.
Reconunendation: The licensee should include a full description 1ncludinq the
nature and objectives of the required modifications in the documtntation that
is to be maintained by the licensee in support of the SBO submittals.
2.6 Guality Assurance and Technical Specifications
.-·-'-The· lfcen·se·e-s·tatec:1-urat-a11-sBo-equi pment supporte<t-byttie <tlvfsi0il=3-di ese l
qenerator is safety qrade.
l the suppressior; pool is a source of safety
qrade water for HPCS in the event of an SBO, the licensee did not consider the
CSTs as SBO equipment. Additionally, the licensee stated that it will provide
an SBO quality assurance proqram only for such equipment that is riot ;n service
durinq normal operation.
The ~taff aqrees with SAIC TER and concludes that all equipment required
durinq an SBO is not covered under an appropriate quality assurance proqram.
The TS for the 580 equipment are currently beinq considered qenerically by the
NRC in the context of the TS Improvement Proqram and remains an open item at
this time. .However, the staff would expect that the plant procedures will

----

----·~---
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reflect the appropriate t~stinq and surveillance requirements to ensure the
operability of the necessary SBO equipment. If thE staff later determines
that TS reqardinq the SBO equipment is warranted, the licensee will be notified
·
of the implementation requirements.
Recommendation: The licensee needs to list
provide information and/or to support plant
verify that all SBO equipment is covered by
with the quidance of RG 1.155. Appendix A.
should be documented as part of the packaqe

all equipment that will be used to
copinq durinq an SBO and should
an appropriate QA proqram consistent
Furthermore, this verification
supportinq the SBO Rule response.

2.7 EOG Reliability Program
The licensee 1 s submittals on SBO did not specifically address the commitment
to implement an EOG reliability program to conform to the quidance of RG 1.155,
Position 1.2. However, in the submittal of March 30, 1990, the licensee
conunitted to mair1tain the EDG tarqet reliability of 0.95. The licensee is
r11onitorinq the !WMl.RC and NRC efforts relative to the development of a proqram
to monitor and maintain diesel generatot". reliability by revision of NUMARC
Bi-00, Appendix D, 11 EDG Reliability Program," and the resolution of Generic
Issue B-56, "Diesel Generator Reliability." Although the licensee has committed
to a reliability program pendinq resolution of GI B-56, they are required to
implement a program that meets as a minimum the qu1dance of RG 1.155, Position
1.2.

Recommendation: The licensee should provid~ confirmation and include in the
documentation supporting th~ SBO submittals that a proqram meetinq as a minimum
the qu1dance of RG 1.155, Position 1.2, is in place or will be implemented.
2.8 Scope of Staff Review
The SBO rule (10 CFR 50.63) requires licenseEs to submit a response containinq
sp~cifita11y d~fined information.
It also requires utilities 11 • • • t~ ~ave
baseline assumptions, analyses, and related information used in their copinq
evaluations available for NRC review. The staff and its contractor (SAIC)
did not perform a detailed review of any proposed hardware and procedural
0

----------modiftcations-·which-are~·s·cheduled-for-·l'ater··-1mp·1ementation:--·-However~bas·ec1-on

our review of the licensee's supportir ·. documentation, we have identified the
followinq areas for focus in any follow-up inspection or assessment that may be
undertaken by the NRC to verify conformance with the SBO rule. Additional
items may be added as a result of the staff review of the actions taken by the
l~censee in response to this SE.
a.

Hardware and procedural modifications,

b.

SBO procedures in accordance with RG 1.155, Position 3.4, and
NUMARC 87-00, Section 4,

-12-

c.

Operator staffing and training to follow the identified actions in
the SBO procedures,
·

d.

EDG reliability program meets, as a minimum. the guidelines of
RG 1.155,

e.

Equipment and components required to cope with an SBO are
incorporated in a QA program that meets the guidance of RG 1.155,
Appenc!ix A, and

f.

Actions taken pertaining to the specific recorrmendations r.oted above
in the SE.

3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The staff has reviewed the license·e• s responses to the SBO rule ( 10 CFR 50.63)
and the TER prepared by the staff's consultant, SAIC. The staff agrees with
the licensee's calculation of a 4-hour SBO coping duration. Since the
division-3 diesel generator is only being used to power the HPCS system, the
staff would not classify the diesel as an AAC power source. However, the
licensee provided a coping analysis using the "AC-Indeper.dent" approach, so
the issue of whether the division-3 diesel generator is or is not classified
as an AAC source is not relevant.
Based on the staff's review of the licensee's submittals and the SAIC TER, the
staff finds that WNP-2 does not conform with the SBO rule and the guidance of
RG 1.155, and therefore reco11111ends that the licensee reevaluate the areas of
concern that have been identified in this SE. Guidance for the licensee to
review and implement the staff's recommendations is provided in RG 1.155,
NUMARC 87-00 and the supplementary guidance (NU~.ARC 87-00 Supplementary
Questions/Answers; NUMARC 87-00 Major Assumptions) dated December 27, 1989,
which was issued to the industry by NUMARC on January 4, 1990. The staff 1 s
concerns that are identified in this SE should be addressed by the licensee,
and a revised response resubmitted to the NRC within 60 days. The licensee is
expected to ensure that the baseline assumptions of NU~ARC 87-00 are applicable
to the WNP-2 plant. Also, the licensee is expected to do:ument all analyses
--and--related-i nfonnaUon. -,a"d -verify-that-these-are-avail able-for--NRc-·revie~f;·-·------·---·-·----·----4.0 ATIACHMENT
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
WASHINGTON NUCLEAR PLANT NUMBER 2
STATION BLACKOlJT EVALUATION
1.0

BACKGROUND
On July 21, 1988, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission CNRC) amended its

regulations in 10 CFR Part 50 by adding a new section, 50.63, "Loss of All Alternating
Current Power" (1). The objective of this requirement is to assure that all nuclear
power plants are capable of withstanding a station blackout (SBO) and maintaining
adequate reador core cooling and appropriate containment integrity for a required
duration. This requirement is based on information developed under the
commission study of Unresolved Safety Issue A-44, "Station Blackout" (2-6).
The staff issued Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.155, "Station Blackout," to provide
guidance for meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.63 (7). Concurrent with the
development of this regulatory guide, the Nuclear Utility Management and
Resource Council CNUMARC) developed a document entitled, "Guidelines and
Technical Basis for NUMARC Initiatives Addressing Station Blackout at Light
Water Reactors," NUMARC 87-00 (8). This document provides detailed guidelines
and procedures on how to assess each plant's capabilities to comply with the SBO
rule. The NRC staff reviewed the guidelines and analysis methodology in
NUMARC 87-00 and concluded that the NUMARC document provides an
acceptable guidance for addressing the 10 CFR 50.63 requirements. The application
of this method results in selecting a minimum acceptable SBC duration capability
---~--from~two-to-Sixteen.hours_dep_en_ding on the Rlant's cliaracteristics and
vulnerabilities to the risk from station blackout. The pl~~t's chiu-acteristics affecting____
the required coping capability_.are: the redundancy of the emergency AC power
sources, the reliability of onsite emergency power sources, the frequency of loss of
offsite power (LOOP), and the probable time to restore offsite power.
In order to achieve a consistent systematic response from licensees to the SBO
rule and to expedite the staff review process, NUMARC developed two generic
response documents. These documents were reviewed and endorsed (10) by the
NRC staff for the purposes of plant specific submittals. The documents are titled:

1

t.

"Generic: Response to Station Blackout Rule for Plants Using Alternate
AC Power," and

2.

"Generic Response to Station Blackout Rule for Plants Using AC
Independent Station Blackout Response Power."

A plant-sped.fie submittal, using one of the above generic formats, provides
only a summary of results of the analysis of the plant's station blackout coping
capability. Ucensees are expected to ensure that the baseline assumptions used in
NUMARC 87-00 are applicable to their plants and to verify the accuracy of the stated
results. Compliance with the SBC rule requirements is verified by review and
evaluation of the licensee's submittal and audit review of the supporting
documents as necessary. Follow up NRC inspections assure that the licensee has
implemented the necessary changes as required to meet the SBO rule.
In 1989, a joint NRC/SAIC team headed by an NRC staff member performed
audit reviews of the methodology and documentation that support the licensees'
submittals for several plants. These audits revealed several deficiencies which were
not apparent from the review of the licensees' submittals using the agreed upon
generic response format. These deficiencies raised a generic question regarding the
degree of licensees' conformance to the requirements of the SBC rule. To resolve
this question, on January 4, 1990, NUMARC issued additional guidance as
NUMARC 87-00 Supplemental Questions/ Answers (11) addressing the NRCs
concerns regarding the deficiencies. NUMARC requested that the licensees send
their supplemental responses to the NRC addressing these concerns by March 30,

2
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2.0

REVIEW PROCESS

The review of the licensee's submittal is focused on the following areas
consistent with the positions of RG 1.155:
A.

Minimum acceptable SBO duration (Section 3.1),

B.

SBO coping capability (Section 3.2),

C

Procedures and training for SBO (Section 3.4),

D.

Proposed modifications (Section 3.3), and

E.

Quality assurance and technical specifications for SBO equipment
(Section 3.5).

For the determination of the proposed minimum acceptable SBO duration,
the following factors in the licensee's submittal are reviewed: a) offsite power
design characteristics, b) emergency AC power system configuration, c)
determination of the emergency diesel generator CEDG) reliability consistent with
NSAC-108 ¢teria (9), and d) determination of the accepted EOG target reliability.
Once these factors are known, Table 3-8 of NUMARC 87-00 or Table 2 of RG 1.155
provides a matrix for determining the required coping duration.
. For the SBO coping capability, the licensee's submittal is reviewed to assess
the availability, adequacy and capability of the plant systems and comp~nents
------needed to achieve-and maintiinasafe-snulaowif-conaiti'on "anif re-cover-from-::an-----·SBO of acceptable duration which is determined above. The review process follows
the guidelines given in. RG 1.iSS, Section 3.2, to assure:
a.

availability of sufficient condensate inventory for decay heat removal,

b.

adequacy of the class-IE battery capacity to support safe shutdown,

c.

availability of adequate compressed air for air-operated valves
necessary: for safe shutdown,
3

d.

adequacy of the ventilation systems in the vital and/ or dominant areas
that include equipment necessary for safe shutdown of the plant,

e.

ability to provide appropriate containment integrity, and

f.

ability of the plant to maintain adequate reactor coolant system
inventory to ensure core cooling for the required coping duration.

The licensee's submittal is reviewed to verify that required procedures (i.e.,
revised existing and new) for coping with SBO are identified and that appropriate
operator training will be provided.
The licensee's submittal for any proposed modifications to emergency AC
sources, battery capacity, condensate capacity, adequacy of the ventilation system for
equipment operability, compressed-air capacity, appropriate containment integrity
and primary coolant make-up capability is reviewed. Technical specifications and
quality assurance set forth by the licensee to ensure high reliability of the
equipment, specifically added or assigned to meet the requirements of the SBO rule,
are assessed for their adequacy.
The licenseets proposed use of an alternate AC power source is reviewed to
determine whether it meets the criteria and guidelines of Section 3.3.5 of RG 1.155
and Appendix B of NUMARC 87-00.
This preliminary SBO evaluation is based upo~ the review of the licensee's
--------submittats datecfApnrt/,1989-(13);-Niardr 30;1990-Cl4);and-June:7,-1990Jl5),-the-----licensee's response (16) to questions discussed at the April 25, 1991 telephone
conference, and the information available in the plant Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report CUFSAR) (12); it does not include a concurrent site audit review of
the supporting documentation. Such an audit may be warranted as an additional
confirmatory action. This determination would be made and the audit would be
scheduled and performed by the NRC staff at some later date.
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3.0

EVALUATION

3.1

Proposed Station Blackout Duration
Licensee's Submittal
The licensee, Washington Public Power Supply System, calculated (13, 14) a
minimum acceptable station blackout duration of four hours for the
Washington Nuclear Plant Number 2 (WNP-2) Plant site. The licensee stated
that no modifications are required to attain this coping duration.
The plant factors used to estimate th~ proposed SBO duration are:
1.

Off;.site Power Design Characteristics
The plant AC power design characteristic group is "Pl° based on:

2.

a.

Independence of the plant offsite power system characteristics of
"11 /2,''

b.

Expected frequency of grid-related LOOPs of less than one per 20
years,

c.

Estimated frequency of LOOPs due to extremely severe weather
CESW) which places the plant in ESW Group "l," and

d

Estimated frequency of LOOPs due to severe weab.1er (SW)
which places the plant in SW Group "1."

Emergency AC (EAC) Power Configuration Group
The EAC power configuration of the plant is "C." WNP-2 is equipped
with two emergency diesel generators not credited as AAC power
sources. One emergency AC po·wer supply is necessary to operate safe
shutdown equipment following a LOOP. The plant is also equipped

5

with a dedicated diesel which supports the High Pressure Core Spray
(HPCS) System, designated as the division-3 diesel.

3.

Target Emergency Diesel Generator (EOG) Reliability
.•

The licensee has selected a target EOG reliability of 0.95. The selection
of this target reliability is based on having a nuclear unit average EOG
reliability of greater than 0.94 for the last SO demands, consistent with
NUMARC 87-00, Section 3.2.4.
Review of Licensee's Submittal
Factors which affect the estimation of the SBO coping duration are: the
ind~pendence of the offsite power system grouping, the estimated frequency
of LOOPs due to ESW and SW conditions, the expected frequency of gridrelated LOOPs, the classification of EAC, and the selection of EOG target
reliability.
Using Table 3-2 of NUMARC 87-00, the expected frequency of LOOPs due to
ESW conditions place the WNP-2 site in ESW Group "1," which is in
agreement with what was stated in the licensee's submittal (13).
Using data from Table 3-3 of NUMARC 87-00, the expected frequency of
LOOPs due to SW conditions place the WNP-2 site in SW Group "2." In it's
submittal (13), the licensee's calculations placed the WNP-2 site in SW Group
"1." The reason for this discrepancy is that the li~ensee used a site specific
-value for the expected-snowfall per year-oft3.2-inches from-tne planfUFSAR_______
(12), compared to a value of 53 inches listed in Table 3-3 of NUMARC 87-00.
The SW classification was performed assuming that there are multiple rightsof-way among the incoming transmission lines. In response to questions
raised during the telephone conference on April 25, 1991, the licensee stated ·
(16) that the switchyards for the 230-kV and 115-kV offsite power sources are
electrically independent, being located several miles apart on the same side of
the plant. The licensee further stated that all offsite power sources converge
in the transformer yard. This assumption can not be verified using

6
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information available in the plant UFSAR (12). This assumption has no
impact on the results of the SW grouping classification, however.
The licensee stated that the independence of the plant offsite power system
grouping is "11/2." A review of the WNP-2 UFSAR (12) shows that:

•

All offsite power sources are connected to the plant through two
electrically independent switchyards;

•

During normal operation, offsite power is provided to the essential buses
from the main generator through the nonrial auxiliary power
transformers via the main gener~tor;

•

U~n

loss of power from the main generator, there is an automatic
transfer of all essential buses to the preferred 230-kV power source and if
that source fails another automatic transfer to the alternate (115 kV)
power source.

Based on the above, the plant independence of offsite power system group is
"11.'' This determination is based on the guidance of Table 5 of RG 1.155.
Establishment of the proper Emergency AC (EAC} Configuration Group is
based on the number of available EAC sources and the number of EAC
sources required to operate safe shutdown equipment following a LOOP.
WNP-2 has two dedicated EAC sources, one of which is required after a LOOP.
We agree with the licensee's assessment which places the plant in EAC Group

-~---·-----···-·-·--------
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The licensee selected (13) the EOG target reliability of 0.95 based upon having
a nuclear unit average EOG reliability greater than 0.94 for the last 50
demands. Although this is an acceptable criterion for choosing an EOG target
reliability, the guidance of RG 1.155 requires that the EOG statistics for the last
20 and 100 demands also be calculated. Without this information, it is
difficult to judge how well the EDGs have performed in the past and if there
should be any concern. We are unable to verify the demonstrated start and
load-run reliability of the plant EDGs. This information is only available
7
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onsite as part of the submittal's supporting documents. Based on the
information in NSAC-108, which gives EOG reliability data at us nuclear
power plants for the calender years 1983 to 1985, the EDGs at WNP-2
experience an average reliability of 0.965 per diesel per year. The licensee's
selection of the EOG target reliability meets the criteria specified in RG 1.155
and NUMARC 87-00. The licensee stated (14) its understanding that this
reliability is to be maintained. The licensee also stated that it is reviewing
NUMARC and NRC efforts relative to the development of a program to
monitor and maintain diesel generator reliability by revision of NUMARC
87-00 Appendix D and the resolution of Generic Issue B-56. The licensee
added that when the NUMARC program on this issue is completed, it will be
reviewed it for its application to WNP-2 However, the licensee did not state
whether the plant has an EOG reliability program which, at a minimum,
meets ~e·requirements of RG 1.155 Position 1.2.
With regard to the expected frequency of grid-related LOOPs at the site, we can
not confirm the stated results. The available information in NUREG/CR3992 (3), which gives a compendium of information on the loss of offsite
power at nuclear power plants in the U.S., indicates that WNP-2 did not have
any symptomatic grid-related LOOP prior to the calender year 1984. In the
absence of any contradictory information, we agree with the licensee's
statement.
Based on the above, we concur with the licensee that the offsite power design
characteristic of the WNP-2 site is ''Pl" with a minimum required SBO coping
-------·····-·----duration of four hours. Note that there is a single discrepancy with the
-:-1i~;~~ciiiffiini--t-;-1'e1onito sw-Group-~;;1;1 -wl\i1e-the-:?esuits-iisins-:aa:ia_______________

·

from NUMARC 87-00 indicate that WNP-2 belongs to SW Group "2." This
discrepancy does not impact the recommended coping duration, therefore no
response is required.
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3.2

Alternate AC (AAC) Power Source
Licensee's Statement
The licensee proposes to use the division-3 diesel as an AAC power source.
The licensee stated (13) that the AAC power source is available within ten
minutes of the onset of an SBO event and has sufficient capacity and
capability to operate systems necessary for coping with an SBO for the 4-hour
coping duration to bring and maintain the plant in safe shutdown.
The licensee stated (13) that it is currently evaluating design changes to the
containment Nitrogen Inerting System (NIS) to reduce the risk that failures
of this system represent to the diesels. In a later submittal (14), the licensee
stated that one item remaining to be resolved is the risk that a tornado
missile may cause the failure of the NIS nitrogen tank resulting in a
common-cause failure of all diesels, since the EDGs' combustion air intakes
are located near the tank. The licensee added that a dispersion analysis is
underway to confirm that the wind which is present following a tornado
would be sufficient to dilute and/or disperse the nitrogen cloud, such that the
tank does not represent a single-point weather-related event that could
disa~le the onsite emergency AC power sources (the two EDGs), and the AAC
power source (the HPCS diesel).
Review of Licensee's Submittal
The proposed AAC power source, the

division-~

diesel, has the capability and

-------_-c_o_nn-eaalillity-to-power=tne:HPCS:pump-:-and·:its~assodated-:systems:with---------------

minimal excess capacity. This DG will not be connectable to the other
emergency trains, and the licensee did not propose to use the excess capacity
to augment its ability to cope with an SBO event. Therefore, the division-3
diesel is not an AAC power source. This conclusion was communicated to
the licensee during the telephone conversation on April 25, 1991, and the
licensee concurred with our conclusion in its response dated May 7, 1991 (16).
With regard to the potential loss of all three diesels due to a tornado and the
subsequent rupture of the NIS nitrogen tank, the licensee needs to verify that

9
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the winds will sufficiently dilute or disperse the nitrogen. If this cannot be
verified, the licensee needs to perform an analysis of the operability of the
ROC system, to which the HPCS system acts as a back·up, for the 4-hour SBO
coping duration.
3.3

Station Blackout Coping Capability

The plant coping capability with an SBO event for a required duration of four
hours is assessed with the following results:
1.

Condensate Inventory for Decay Heat Removal
Licensee's Submittal
The licensee stated (16) that 104,226 gallons of water are required to
remove decay heat during the four-hour coping period. This
calculation uses the expression provided in NUMARC 87-00, Section
. 7.2.1. The licensee assumed a seal leak rate of 25 gpm per pump and a
maximum allowable technical specification RCS leakage rate of 25 gpm.
The design of the condensate storage tank (CST) and connected piping
provides a ~inimum level of 135,000 gallons of water, which exceeds
the required quantity for coping with a 4-hour SBO event. This
minimum level is checked once per shift by procedure. Furthermore,
during normal operation verification that the minimum level is
exceeded is assured, since a low level would cause a loss of condenser
vacuum and reactor shutdown.
Review of Licensee's Submittal
Using the expression provided in NUMARC 87-00, we estimated that
73,505 gallons of water would be required to remove decay heat during
a 4-hour SBO event, assuming no primary system cooldown. This
estimate is based on the maximum licensed core thermal rating of 3373
MWt listed in the WNP-2 UFSAR (12). The licensee indicated that the
primary system will be cooled down, requiring an additional 30,721
gallons of condensate. The licensee also accounted for the effects of
10
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RCS seal and technical specification leakage. Although we didn't
repeat the licensee's calculations, we concur with the licensee that,
based on a minimum available CST volume·of 135,000 gallons, the site
has sufficient condensate for both decay heat removal and cooldown
during a four hour SBO event.
2.

Oass-1E Battery Capadty
Licensee's Submittal
In its initial submittal (13), the licensee stated that a batt~ capacity
calculation has been performed pursuant to NUMARC 87·00, Section
7.2.2 to verify that the non-Division-3, 125- and 250-VDC class-lE
ba~es have suffident capacity to meet SBO loads for four hours
without any load stripping. The licensee concluded that only the 250VDC class-1 E batteries· would require stripping of loads not needed for
SBO, and added that these loads are identified in plant procedures.
In its later submittal (14), the licensee provided the following
informat:on:

• The battery capacity calculations for the 125-VDC batteries Bl-1 and
Bl-2 were performed in accordance with IEEE-Std 485.
• The need for DC power to close breakers and/ or flash the EOG· field
to re-establish AC was included in each calculation as random loads

8
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• Station blackout procedure, PPM 5.4.1, provides for the shedding of
computers to limit control room heat-up. This provides ;r
significant load reduction on non-safety related battery Bl-7, which
provides power to non-safety related breakers to re-establish
connection to the restored 230-kV offsite power source.
In response to questions raised during the April 25, 1991, telephone
conference, the licensee stated (16) the following:
11
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• The 250-VDC class-lE battery 82-1 is required to achieve isolation
capability on some containment penetrations. Loads stripped from
this battery are the reactor feed pump (RFP) turbine emergency lube
oil pumps lA and 18 and the main turbine emergency oil pump.
Non-safety related computer loads are also stripp.ed from this
battery to limit control room heat-up.
• The EOG field flash is not applied in battery load calculations
unless the diesel has accelerated above aanking speed. The field
flash load is 58 amperes and it is switched off when the generator
voltage reaches 60% or in 10 seconds, whichever comes first. In the
SBC calculation, the field fl~h load was included in the random
one minute load.
• The major load on non-class-lE battery Bl-7 is the TDAS/Prime
computer located in the control room and fed by IN-5. The total
continuous load on battery Bl-7 is 285 amperes of which 199
amperes is from IN'-5. The existing SBO procedure requires that the
computer equipment load be shed within 30 minutes to reduce
control room heat-up. After this load is shed, the remaining load
on Bl-7 is.only 86 amperes which is less than its 12 hour rating. As
battery Bl-7 is not relied upon for any coping function, no formal
SBO battery load calculation is performed.
• The dass-1E battery rooms have class-lE heaters to maintain the
rooms between 74° and 78°F during non-SBO conditions. The SBO
----- calculation=-assumed-the::rooms-wouliii:ie-at-the-minimuin-o-ftneir______
normal range; i.e. 74°F.
• The licensee provided a copy of its SBO battery load profiles and
sizing calculations.
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Review of Licensee's Submittal

The batteries should be able to provide the normal plant monitoring
and control for the entire SBO duration of four hours. According to
the WNP-2 UFSAR, the design basis for battery sizing is two hours.
Our review of the licensee's provided battery sizing calculations for
SBO loads reveals the following concerns:
• The licensee assumed a minimum cell voltage of 1.81 voe in its
calculation. This is equivalent to 105:- and 210-VDC battery terminal
voltages for the 125- and 250-VOC batteries, respectively. In its
calculation, these minimum voltages were used to estimate the
.inverter current. This method ignores the voltage drop between
the battery terminals and the inverter. Since the voltage at the
inverter terminal is less than that at the battery terminal, a higher
estimate of the input current would be needed. The licensee needs
to verify the appropriateness of the use of 105- or 210-VDC at the
inverter and. other constant kW load input terminals.
• For estimating the DC input current to the inverters, the licensee
used a 0.75 efficiency factor. Inverters usually have constant losses
which are independent of their loading. Therefore, as loading
deaeases, inefficiency increases. In general, a 0.80 efficiency factor is
used to estimate heat loss at a rated load. The licensee needs to
verify that the use of a 0.75 efficiency factor is conservative (see
.. -~-·-pages-t9·c.~nd ·iiffor·the-estimated-inverfereffidency·dunng~a:n:sso
event).
• The licensee assumed the generator field flash, amongst others, as a
random load. We believe the generator field flash could occur
within the first minute, and should be considered as such. (Other
random loads; i.e. circuit breaker operations identified by the
licensee seem reasonable). The change in the generator field flash
load assignment does not change the final result, however.

13
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• The licensee used a design margin factor of 1.0 in its calculation.
This is not consistent with the recommendation in IEEE-Std 485,
which states a 10 to 15% design margin needs to be considered.
• It appears that the licensee has used a larger value for one minute
amperes per positive plate in its calculation. Our information on
Exdde, calcium flat plate type GN, batteries indicates a one-minute
performance current of 817 and 922 amperes for GN-13 and -15,
respectively. This results in a value of 136.17 and 131.71 amperes
per positive plate for GN-13 and -15, respectively. The licensee used
147.5 and 143.6 amperes per positive plate for the same period,
respectively.
• The licensee assumed a non-conservative electrolyte temperature of
74°F. The licensee needs to verify that under no circumstances,
including normal operation and OBA, will the battery room
temperature be less than 74°F. Otherwise, a more appropriate
temperature needs to be used.
Thus, based on the assumption that the battery load profile calculations
canied out by the licensee are correct, it appears that the existing battery
capacity marginally meets the loads with a design margin factor of 1.0.
If a lower temperature and a higher design margin were to be used, the
batteries will not meet the 4-hour SBO loads. Therefore, the licensee
needs to resolve the concerns identified above.

Licensee's Submittal
The licensee stated that no air-operated valves are relied upon to cope
with a SBO for four hours.
The SRVs, which together with HPCS provide for decay heat transfer to
the suppression pool, have an adequate nitrogen supply for four hours
of SRV operation.
14
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Review of License1:'s Submittal

.•

Examination of the plant UFSAR (12) reveals that the ADS system uses
1 of the 18 safety /relief valves that discharge the high pressure steam
into the suppression pool. Each of the safety/relief valves utilized for
automatic depressurization is equipped with an air accumulator and
check-valve arrangement. The accumulators are sized to be capable of
opening the valves and holding them open against the maximum
drywell pressure of 45 psig. Upon loss of AC power, the gas supply
piping will automatically isolate from the normal nitrogen supply and
the ADS accumulator back-up compressed-gas manifold subsystems
will provide 150 psig nitrogen from banks of high-pressure
compressed-nitrogen cylinders: Therefore, these valves have sufficient
ba~-up sources of compressed air for their operation during an SBO
event.
4.

Effects of Loss of Ventilation

Licensee's Submittal
The licensee ~tated that the HPCS Diesel and Electrical Equipment
Room and the HPCS Pump Room receive cooling during an SBC and,
as such, they do not meet the definition of a "dominant area of
concern," consistent with NUMARC 87-00. The final temperatures for
these rooms, based on the architect engineer's calculation rather than
NUMARC 87-00 methodology, are as follQWS (14):
Area:

Final
Temp.

• HPCS Diesel and Electrical Equip. Room,
temperature at the electrical equipment.

104° F

• HPCS Pump Room

123° F

• HPCS Service Water Pump Room

151° F
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In addition, the licensee identified the rooms containing the safety
related inverters IN-2 and lt'J-3 and non-safety related inverter IN-5 to
be dominant areas of concern, along with the control room. The
licensee also performed an analysis for the steam tunnel. The assumed
initial room temperatures and the calculated four hour SBO
temperatures for these areas are (16):

Area:
•

•

Initial

Final

Temp.

Temp.

RPS-1 Room CIN-3 and IN-1)
-doors open
- doors dosed
RPS-2 Room (IN-2)
- doors open or closed

123° F
117°F
104°F

• Switchgear Room 2 (Contains IN-5)

104°F

• Control Room

78°F (air)
128°F
83°F (panels)

• Steam Tunnel

N.P. •

169°F

• N.P. - not provided
With regard to initial temperatures assumed in DACs, the
maintenance of the RPS and switchgear rooms to less than or equal to
104°F is a technical specification requirement.
The-control room· mitial-=-air=remperature :of:~'ZS~f':_W_~::t~e~ -as. a. more
reasonable temperature than the technical specification value of 85°F.
The licensee stated (16) that the control room air temperature is
controlled at 75 ± 3°F with no difficulty. The licensee further stated (16)
several reasons. to support the assumed initial control room air
temperature of 78°F, including: (1) that this is consistent with the
NUMARC 87-00 guidance of 2.2.1. that supporting systems are assumed
to be at their normal operating conditions, (2) it is also consistent with
SBO being a non-design·basis event and the goal of the NUMARC 8700 initiatives to reduce the overall risk of SBO CNUMARC 87-00,
16

Section 1.2), and (3) forcing the 78°F value to be a technical specification
requirement as indicated in the telephone conference on April 25, 1991,
is contrary to the NRC Interim Policy Statement of February 6, 1987 on
technical specifications which states that the purpose of technical
specification is to impose those conditions or limitations upon reactor
operation necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal situation
or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety.
The final temperatures for the two RPS rooms and the switchgear
room were. calculated using the NUMARC 87-00 methodology. The
following inverter efficiencies ~ere used in the heat-up calculations
(16):

• IN-1 CRPS-1 Room)

89%

•

IN-2 CRPS-2 Room)

75%

• IN-3 CRPS-1 Room)

75 %

• IN-5 (Switchgear Room)

75%

In its original submittal the licensee stated (13) that the control room is
not expected to exceed 120° F provided that actions are taken to reduce
non-essential heat loads and ceiling panels are removed to promote
-------·----- ___________bea_t_tra_~_~fer_J_~J:h~- co~crete £eiling. The licensee later stated (16) that

-·-· -

------final--resalutionoftheiss~; ~f- cofiti6i=f6c;;=-h;ii;up:~wilF'be=aci\ievecr------by an analy$is u_sing a transient room heat-up program to benchmark
the NUMARC 87-00 methodology. The model includes consideration
of the drop ceiling in the control room. The results of the analysis
show that the control room temperature will reach 128°F during the
four hour coping period which exceeds the NUMARC 87-00 value of
120°F for which the control room does not have to be considered as a
dominant area of concern. The licensee is currently evaluating the
options available to address this concern and stated (16) that it will
provide additional information to the NRC staff by June 29, 1991.
17
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The licensee calculated a steam tunnel temperature of 169°F using
NUMARC 87-00 methodology. The licensee did not identify the steam
tunnel as a DAC. The licensee further stated (16) that there is no HPCS
or RCIC equipment located in the steam tunnel and main steamline
isolation has been provided for, consistent with NUMARC 87-00,
Section 7.2.5, criterion 2. Thus, the temperature of the steam tunnel
has no impact on the WNP-2 SBO coping analysis.
The licensee has reviewed SBO equipment and described measures to
provide for reasonable assurance of o~rability (RAO). The licensee
stated (16) that the Supply System is currently planning to replace IN'-2
and IN-3. The inverters are planned to be purchased with the
specification which require operation at a room temperature of 122°F.
The licensee added that since the Switchgear Room-2 temperature is
less than 120°F, RAO of recovery equipment located in this room is
established. Furthermore, the licensee 'stated that PPM 5.6.1, "Station
Blackout" provides for the opening of doors in RPS Room·1 and
Room-2 and control room panels containing SBC equipment if the
temperature cannot be maintained below 100°F. The licensee,
however, did not identify the SBC equipment for which these local
elevated temperatures should be of concern.
In addition, the licensee intends to evaluate containment temperature
during an SBC event, utilizing the GOTHIC computer code. The
results of this analysis will be provided a~ a later date.
fl

--~

---··

--~-

·-

-·· --- ··-- - -·

Review of Licensee's Submittal
The licensee's temperature rise calculations were neither rec~ived nor
reviewed. Therefore, this review is based on summaries provided by
the licensee in its submittals. As such, the review only covers the
assumptions and methods identified by the licensee, and assumes the
calculated temperatures to be accurate, pending future
verification I audit.
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• HPCS Room
Based on the licensee's statement that HVAC will be available to the
HPCS and its auxiliaries during an SBO, these areas will be of no
concern. The temperatures provided by the licensee for these areas are
considered to be those that are expected to be present during :tn'CS
operation when HVAC is operating. Therefore, the operability of the
equipment at the calculated temperatures is assured. The licensee
needs to verify that the above statement is correct.
• Main Steam TunnJtl
The licensee calculated a steam tunnel temperature of 169°F using
NUMARC 87-00 methodology. Based on the information provided by
the licensee concerning main steamline isolation and SBO equipment
locations (16), we agree that the temperature of the steam tunnel has
no impact on the WNP-2 SBO coping analysis.
•Inverter Rooms
The licensee has identified the rooms containing the safety related
inverters IN-2 and IN-3 and non-safety-related inverter IN-5 to be areas
of concern, and calculated final SBO temperatures for these areas. The
licensee's calculated loads, as part of the battery-sizing calculation, for
IN-2 and IN-3 inverters indicate that the loads drawn from IN'-2· and
--------·--------------~-3 are 6.48 kVA and 6.72 kVA, respectively. These inverters are rated

------------~---------------~--~-------.----··.-·-----"'-·---·--·------·-----

·---------~·-1s--1'vA-eacn:--using-constanfneanoss-considerations;·the-·effiden·cy

of these inverters at the estimated load will be 66% instead of the 75%
estimated by the licensee. The licensee assumed an 893 efficiency for
IN-1. Usually, a 803 efficiency factor is used for the inverters at their
rated load. Since the battery load profile calculation indicates that IN-1
is fully loaded, then the licensee needs to consider an 803 efficiency.
The licensee is planning to replace IN-2 and IN-3 with ones that are
qualified for higher operating ambient temperatures (122°F). The
licensee selected this temperature based on the maximum calculated
inverter-room temperature with the doors closed. The licensee did not
19

state whether IN-1 and IN-5 will remain operational at the calculated
temperatures. Even though these inverters are non-dass lE, they
support equipment the licensee intends to use during an SBO event.
The licensee intends to open the inverter room doors when the
temperature reaches 100°F, according to SBC Procedure PPM 5.6.1. The
licensee needs to open the doors within 30 ininutes, consistent with
the NUMARC 87-00 guidance, if it intends to take aedit for opening
doors.
Based on the above, the licensee needs to revise the temperature
calculations for the inverter rooms and- re-assess the equipment
operability in these areas at the new calculated temperatures. In
addition, the licensee needs to verify that IN-1 and JN-5 inverters will
r~ain operational at the calculated temperature. Further, the licensee
needs to revise SBO procedure PPM 5.6.1 to include opening the
inverter-room doors within 30 minutes, as guided in NUMARC 87-00.
• Control Room
The licensee assumed an initial control room air temperature of 78°F.
This value is non-conservative. Since WNP-2 has a technical
specification control room temperature limit of 85°F, it is conceivable
that the HVAC system could be in a failed or degraded condition and
the licensee would not be required to take any action until the air
temperature exceeds that limit. Thus, a control room air temperature
greater than 78°F could potentially be experienced without any
------------notification-~o-the-NRe. -With-respect-to-the-tfiira-reason-citecFoy--the-----licensee in support of its control roon:i air temperature assumption, the
licensee has misinterpreted the NRC's position regarding the use of
technical specification values for initial room temperatures. The
position is that the heat-up calculation be performed using a
conservative initial temperature, and is not as the licensee interpreted
it. The licensee needs to use the technical specification temperature in
the control room heat-up calculation. In addition, the licensee needs to
revise SBO Procedure PPM 5.6.1 to open the control room cabinet doors
within 30 minutes in the absence of AC, consistent with the guidance
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provided in NUMARC 87-00 Supplemental Questions and Answers
(11).

• Containment
The licensee intends to ev~luate containment temperature during an
SBO event, utilizing the GOnDC computer code. This remains an
open issue, pending the results of an analysis which will be provided
by the licensee at a later date.
• RQC Pump Room
The licensee did not perform a heat-up calculation for the RCIC pump
room during an SBO. The licensee claims that no analysis of this room
would be needed due to the availability of HPCS, which is supported by
its dedicated diesel. The licensee, however, stated (16) both RCIC and
HPCS pumps will be available to maintain the RCS inventory, and the
RCIC pump will not be shut down. It is our understanding that the
licensee will use RCIC until it fails due to high temperature (no other
failure is assumed). Since HPCS can support the function provided by
the RCIC pump, we conclude that RCIC failure is of no concern.
However, we believe that the licensee needs to evaluate the RCIC
pump room temperature and ensure that it would not fail due to high
temperature, as such action is not considered good operating practice.
5.

Containment Isolation

Licensee's Submittal
In its initial submittal, the licensee stated (13) that the plant list of
containment isolation valves (CIVs) has been reviewed to verify that
valves which must be capable of being closed or that must be operated
(cycled) under station blackout conditions can pe positioned with
indication independent of the preferred class-1 E power supplies. The
licensee further stated that no plant modifications were determined to
be required to ensure appropriate containment integrity and
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procedures will be revised to provide guidance on those valves which
do not meet the NUMARC 87-00 exclusion aiteria.
The licensee stated in a later submittal (14) that in the performance of
its containment isolation analysis, a sixth category for the exclusion of
valves (in addition to the five listed in NUM.ARC 87-00 Section 7.2.3)
was included in its analysis. This category was:
valves required to be closed by procedure during power
operation.

(6) all

The licensee recognizes that the sixth CIV exclusion criterion (in
addition to the five listed in NUMARC 87-00, Section 7.2.3) utilized in
its March 30, 1990, submittal (14) is not acceptable. In a later submittal,
the licensee provided (16) the results of a detailed containment
isolation review which was performed consistent with NUMARC 8700 guidance. The licensee stated (16) that a review of 284 penetration
isolation valves, CRD line and instrumentation line isolation valves
for the 110 containment penetrations listed in UFSAR Table 6.2-16 has
been performed. The licensee conducted the CIV review utilizing the
five valve exclusion criteria contained in NUMARC 87-00. The
licensee's review of these valves eliminated those which met one or
more of the five NUM.ARC 87-00 exclusion aiteria. For the remaining
valves, the licensee stated that closure/isolation could be achieved by
the following means:
•--Powered-by-either-DC-from-the-batteries-or-·--·----·---"-··-AC.from. the-l:IPCS.
diesel
·-----..,...,._---·----------------__
-·
--·-----·----------·--·--~--~·---·~·---· ~··

,,

(15 valves).

• Has an in-series check valve (13 valves).
• Provided with interlocks to prevent the valve from being opened,
or could not be in an open position due to the manner in which the
system is operated (8 valves).
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• Located below the minimum suppression-pool water level which
forms a loop seal (21 valves).
• Provided with a 30-day air supply from a class-1 air-storage system (3
valves). The licensee stated that these valves will be included in a
procedure.
• Provided with a handwheel which can be used to close the valve (1
valve). The licensee stated that this valve will be included in a
procedure.
•

Has an in-series DC-operated valve (4 valves). The licensee stated
that these valves will be included in a procedure.

Review of Licensee's Submittal

The available containment isolation system data in the UFSAR was
examined (UFSAR Table 6.2-16 and Figure 6.2-31). Upon review of
UFSAR Table 6.2-16 and Figure 6.2-31, it appears that the licensee has
identified a complete list of CIVs that cannot be excluded using the
guidance of NUMARC 87-00, Section 7.2.5. The licensee provided
argwnents to discount the need for SBC action for these CIVs. Our
review of the licensee's response is summarized below.
The licensee appears to have provided reasonable arguments with
regard to discounting the need for requiring SBO action to assure the
containm~nt isolation o( several sets of CIVs. Although the SBC
-~--- ··----guidance-confainea-in.-NUMARc-only-·assurt''!s··that-no-action-·-o-th_e_r_
than t~e loss of AC power occurs, it is the staff's position that should
containment isolation be needed for any reason, the operators should
be aware of the necessary actions to ensure containment integrity is
adequately maintained.
Upon review of the CIVs identified by the licensee which did not meet
the exclusion criteria of NUMARC 87-00, Section 7.2.5, there are several
sets of valves for which the licensee must take the appropriate action
with regard to containment isolation. The licensee needs to list these
23

valves in a procedure which identifies the actions needed to ensure
that these valves could be closed, if needed, to provide adequate
containment integrity. The following valves have been identified
during our review:
• There were several valves identified by the licensee where an in
series check valve downstream of the CIV would provide
containment isolation (RFW•V-65A, RFW-V-65B, RCC-V-5, RCCV-104, RWCU-V-40, LPCS-V-5, RHR-V·53A, RHR-V-53B, RHR-V42A, RHR-V-428, RHR·V-42C, RCIC-V-13, RHR·V-23). Upon
review of UFSAR Figure 6.2.31, we were unable to verify that these
check valves were part of the containment penetration boundary or
if they were in the immediate vicinity of the penetration. The use
. ·of downstream valves does not conform to the guidance.
• For those valves that were discounted as requiring SBO action by
the licensee due to the manner in which the system is operated or
the presence of valve interlocks would prevent the valve from
being open (RHR-V-27A, RHR-V-278, RHR·V·16A, RHR-V-17A,
RHR-V-168, RHR-V-17B, RHR-V-8, RHR-V-9), it is the staff's
position that assurance of containment integrity consistent with the
guidance should be maintained in such cases.
• For those valves located on a containment piping penetration in
which the suppression pool forms a loop seal for the penetration
(LPCS-V-1, LPCS-V-12, LPCS-FCV·11,..RHR-V-4A, RHR-V-4B. RHR- ~----···- ----- ·---- ---·-v~;RHR;;v;.21~RHR;;V;;24A-;-RHR~v~248;-RHR;;fCV-64C;-RHR
RCV-64A, RHR·FCV-648, RCIC-V-31, RCIC-V-68, HPCS-V-12,
HPCS-V-15, HPCS-V·23, FPC-V-153/154 and FPC-V-149/156), it is the
staffs position that these valves need to be included in the CIV list
for maintaining appropriate containment integrity.
• For those valves identified by the licensee in which closure of an inseries DC-operated valve downstream of the CIV would provide
containment isolation (MS-V-16, MS-V-19, RWCU-V-4, and RCICV-8) we were unable to verify that these valves were part of the
24
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containment penetration boundary or if they were in the
immediate vicinity of the penetration. The use of downstream
valves does not conform to the guidance.
Thus, the licensee needs to list the 46 valves identified above in an
appropriate procedure and identify the actions necessary to ensure that
these valves are fully closed, if needed, upon the loss of AC power.
The staff's position is that the valve closure needs to be confirmed by
position indication (local, mechanical, remote, process information,
etc.).
6.

Reactor Coolant Inventory
Licensee's Submittal
The HPCS diesel generator powers the necessary make-up systems to
maintain adequate reactor coolant system inventory to ensure that the
core is cooled for the required coping duration of four hours.
The licensee further stated {16) that RPV level is to be maintained
between +13 and +54.5 inches during an SBO using HPCS and/or RCIC
but preferring RCIC. With RCIC operating, the preferred suction path
will be from the suppression pool.
Review of Licensee's Submittal
.,,..,,,_.w-.,-:.---
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WNP-2 has a dedicated HPCS diesel and a HPCS pump which can
supply 1650 gpm of water to the reactor vessel at 1110 psid. This
exceeds the amount required to remove decay heat and to replenish the
assumed RCS leak rate of 61 gpm (18 gpm per pump plus 25 gpm for
maximum allowed technical specification leakage). Therefore, WNP-2
has sufficient capability to maintain reactor coolant inventory the 4hour SBO event.
In its first three submittals (13, 14 and 15), the licensee did not consider
the use of the RCIC system to control RPV level as part of its coping
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analysis. If the licensee plans to use the RCIC system for level control,
as was stated in its latest submittal (16), the licensee needs to submit a
revised coping analysis which takes into account the effect of an
available RCC system to each part of the coping calculation.
NQTE:
The l~gpm RCP seal leak rate was agreed to between NUMARC
and the NRC staff pending resolution of Generic Issue (GI) 23. If
the final resolution of GI-23 defines higher Recirculation Pump
seal leak rates than assumed for the RCS inventory evaluation,
the licensee needs to be aware of the potential impact of this
resolution on its analyses and actions addressing conformance to
the SBC rule.

3.4

Proposed Procedure and Training
Licensee's Submittal
The licensee stated in its submittal (13) that plant procedures will be reviewed
and modified, if necessary, to meet. the guidelines of NUMARC 87-00, Section
4 in the following areas:
• AC power restoration per NUMARC 87-00, Section 4.2.2;
-

PPM 4.7.1.10, "Loss of All Off-site Power"
PPM 4.7.1.11, "Restoration of All Off-site Power"
·--------------~----"NorthwesrPower-PooI-system-Restoration· Plan;" dated 1986·- · · , , -• .,....,~~------~- . . ~
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• Severe weather per NUMARC 87-00, Section 4.2.3;
-

PPM 13.3.2, "High Winds/Tornados," PPM 4.12.4.8 "Tornado"

The licensee also stated that plant procedures have been reviewed and
changes necessary to meet NUMARC 87-00 will be implemented in the
following areas:
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. ..
• Station blackout response per NUMARC 87-00, Section 4.2.1;
-

PPM 4.12.4.4, "FAZ Recovery"
PPM 5.4.1, "Station Blaclcout"

• Procedure changes associated with any modifications required after
assessing coping capability per NUMARC 87-00, Section 7.
The licensee stated that these procedure changes will be completed within
two years after the notification provided by the NRC in accordance with 10
CFRS0.63 (c)(3).
Review of Licensee's Submittal
We neither received nor reviewed the affected procedures, although several
procedure changes have been identified as being required to maintain
containment integrity under SBO conditions. We consider these procedures
to be plant-specific actions concerning the required activities to cope 'with an
SBO. It is the licensee's responsibility to revise and implement these
procedures, as needed, to mitigate an SBO event and to assure that these
proc_edures are complete and correct, and that the associated training needs
are carried out accordingly.

3.5
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Proposed Modification
Licensee's Submittal
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The licensee initially stated that no modifications to assure a four hour
coping capability had been identified as being necessary (13). During the
course of the technical review of its SBO evaluation, the licensee identified
several modifications which are necessary to satisfy the four hour coping
duration. These modifications are as follows:
• The licensee stated (16) that final resolution of the issue of control room
heat-up will be achieved by an analysis using a transient room heat-up
program to benchmark the NUMARC 87-00 methodology. The model
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includes consideration of the drop ceiling via the removal of ceiling
panels to promote heat transfer to the conaete ceiling.
• The licensee stated (13 and 14) that it is currently evaluating design
changes to the containment Nitrogen Inerting System CNIS) to reduce the
risk that failures of this system represent to the diesels and verify that the
tank does not represent a single--point weather-related event that could
disable the onsite emergency AC power sources (the two EDGs) and the
division-3 diesel (the HPCS diesel).
• The licensee stated (16) that the Supply System is currently planning to
replace ll\1-2 and ll\1-3. It is planned that the specification will require
operation at a room temperature of 122°F.

\

Review of Licensee's Submittal

II
\

Our evaluation found several areas where the licensee needs to perform re-evaluations, some of these may result in modifications/changes to the
existing equipment.
3.6

~

Quality Assurance and Technical Specifications

Licensee's Statement

\

I

I
\

The licensee stated (14) that with regard to quality assurance provisions for
SBO equipment, all SBO equipment supported by the division~eseL---~

generator~tY- grade.-As-the=suppression=-poo1-is-a-souf~=;jfsafety-g~;de
---------------w-at~e=r::-::for HPCS in the event of an SBO, the licensee did not consider the CSTs
as SBO equipment. Furthermore, the licensee stated that it will provide an
SBO quality assurance program only for such equipment that is not in service
·during normal operation.

I

Review of Licensee's Submittal

The licensee's statements with regard to quality assurance provisions '
equipment do not seem to cover all equipment that is going to be 1 •

\
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an SBO. The licensee needs to list all ,equipment that will be used to provide
information and/ or to support plant coping during an SBC. Based on this
list, the licensee needs to identify the equipment that is not covered under 10
CFR SO Appendix B and Appendix R and provide an appropriate quality
assurance program consistent with the requirement of RG 1.155, Appendix A.
The licensee did not provide any information on how the plant complies
with the guidance of RG 1.155, Appendix 8, regarding Technical Specifications
needs.
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4.0

CONO.USIONS

Based on our review of the licensee's submittals and the information
available in the UFSAR for WNP-2, we find that the submittal conforms with the
requirements of the SBO rule and the guidance of RG 1.155 with the following
exceptions:

1.

Severe Weather Category
Our review identifies a single disaepancy with the licensee classifying the site
to be in SW Group "1," while the results using NUMARC 87-00 data place
WNP-2 in SW Group "2." This discrepancy, however, does not impact the
offsite power characteristic and the recommended coping duration.

2.

, EOG Reliability Program

The licensee stated (14) that it is reviewing NUMARC and NRC efforts
relative to the development of a program to monitor and maintain diesel
generator reliability by revision of NUMARC 87-00 Appendix D and the
resolution of Generic Issue 8-56. The licensee added that when the
NUMARC program on this issue is completed, it will review the issue for
application to WNP-2. However, the licensee did not state whether the plant
has an EOG reliability program which, at a minimum, meets the
requirements of RG 1.155 Position 1.2.
---~3. __0_ivision-:3..QC Qp_~r~bility Q_~g an_SBQ
- - "·-----·-·--·---- - - --- - -- -- -- - -- --- ----- ---------""

--------~--~
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-

____ ,

-· ,.. - . ...,,.
,,.,_,
_______
·-------·-··---·-

The licensee stated that there is a potential for the NIS nitrogen tank to
rupture during a tornado, causing the unavailability of the three diesels. The
licensee needs to verify that the winds following the tornado will sufficiently
dilute or disperse the nitrogen so that it would not cause the failure of all
diesels.
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4.

Cass-IE Battery Capadty
Our review of the licensee's provided battery sizing calc:ulations for SBO loads
revealed several concerns:

.•

The licensee assumed a non-conservative electrolyte temperature of
74°F.

•

The licensee assumed a minimum cell voltage of 1.81 VOC in its
calculation which was used to estimate the inverter current. This
'
method ignores the voltage drop between the battery terminals and the
inverter and is non-conservative.

•

Fo.r ·estimating the DC input current to the inverters, the licensee used
a 0.75 efficiency factor which is non-conservative.

•

The licensee used a design margin factor of 1.0 in its calculatiori. This
is not consistent with the recommendation in IEEE-Std 485, which
states a 10 to 153 design margin needs to be considered.

•

It appears that the licensee has used a larger value for one-minute
amperes per positive plate in its calculation. Our information on
Exdde, calcium flat plate type GN, batteries indicates a one-minute
performance current of 817 and 922 amperes for GN-13 and -15,
respectively. This results in a value of 136.17 and 131.71 amperes per
positive plate for GN-13 and -15, respectively. The licensee used 147.5
·_-::::: :·.::::_:.:=· ·---~;\;i143:6-:-·an\p·ere5;-respectiveiy,-=-£or·tiie-·same·period~-=-· __:__~'---~-Thus, based on the assumption that the battery load profile calculations
carried out by the licensee are correct, it appears that the existing battery
capacity would marginally meet the loads with a design margin factor of 1.0.
If a lower temperature and a higher design margin is used, the batteries will ·
not meet the 4·hour SBO loads. Therefore, the licensee needs to resolve the
concerns identified above.
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5.

Effecll of Lou of VenUlation

a.

Control Room
The licensee stated that, based on a recent control-room heat-up analysis, the
control-room temperature would be 128°F during a 4-hour SBO event. The
licensee is in the process of reviewing its options to lower the control-room
temperature.· For this ·calculation, the licensee used a non-conservative
initial room temperature of 78°F. The licensee needs to use the technical
specification temperature in the control room heat-up calculation. In
addition, the. licensee needs to revise SBO Procedure PPM 5.6.1 to open the
control room cabinet doors within 30 minutes in the absence of AC,
consistent with the guidance provided in NUMARC 87-00 Supplemental
Question~ and Answers (11).

h

Inverter Rooms

The licensee used high inverter efficiency in its calculation of room heat-up
(see text for detail). This assumption tends to under estimate the fmal
temperature rise in these rooms. The calculation resulted in planning to
change the IN-2 a~d IN-3 inverters with ones that a qualified to 122°F.
Therefore, the licensee needs to revise its temperature calculation in these
rooms using a more realistic inverter effidency and re-assess the equipment
operability in these areas at the new calculated temperatures. In addition, the
. licensee needs to verify that IN-1 and IN-5 inverters will remain operational
at the calculated temperature. Further, the licez:isee needs to revise 580
-~-:...:.::.::...::::.:._·pr6ceci'Ure=PPM~:s;0:1~:ro::11rdu-de:-opening~:the~inverter~room.doors·..within-:30
minutes, as guidea in NUMARC 87-00.
c.

RCIC Pump Room

The licensee did not perform a heat-up calculation for the RCIC pump room
during an SBO. The licensee claims that no analysis of this room would be
needed due to the availability of HPCS, which is supported by its dedicated
diesel. The licensee, however, stated (16) both RCIC and HPCS pumps will be
available to maintain the RCS inventory, and the RCIC pump will not be
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shut down. It is our understanding that the licensee will use RCIC until it
fails due to high temperature (no other failure is assumed). Since HPCS can
support the function provided by the RCC pump, we conclude that RCIC
failure is of no concern. However, we believe that the licensee needs to
evaluate the RCIC pump room temperature and ensure that it would not fail
due to high temperature, as such action is not considered a good operating
practice.
Containment Isolation
Upon review of those valves identified by the licensee which did not meet
the av exclusion criteria of NUMARC 87-00 Section 7.2.5, there are several
sets of valves for which the licensee must take the appropriate action with
regard t~ .containment isolation that have been identified during our review:
•

•

There were 13 valves identified by the licensee where an in series check
valve downstream of the CIV would provide containment isolation.
We were unable to Yerify that these check valves were part of the
containment penetration boundary or if they were in the immediate
vicinity of the penetration. The use of downstream valves does not
conform to the guidance. Thus, the licensee needs to provide for
adequate containment isolation for these valves.
There were eight valves that were discounted as requiring SBO action
by the licensee due to the manner in which the system is operated or
. the presence of valve interlocks would prevent the valve.from being

··----------------------open~It-is-the·staff's-p~sitlon-tnat-assurance-ofcoritainment-ifilegiify · ~ ·

consistent with the guidance should be maintained in such cases.
•

The licensee identified 21 valves located on a containment piping
·penetration in which the suppression pool forms a loop seal for the
penetration and discounted them from SBC requirements. It is the
staff's position that these valves need to be included in the CIV list for
maintaining appropriate containment integrity.
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There were four valves identified by the licensee in which closure of
an in series· DC operated valve downstream of the CIV would provide
containment isolation. We were unable to verify that these valves
were part of the containment penetration boundary or if they were in
the immediate vicinity of the penetration. The use of downstream
valves does not conform to the guidance. Thus, the licensee needs to
provide for adequate containment isolation for the aforementioned set
of valves.

Thus, the licensee needs to list the 46 valves identified above in an
appropriate procedure and identify the actions necessary to ensure that these
valves are fully closed, if needed. Valve closure needs to be confirmed by
position indication (local, mechanical, remote, process information, etc.).
7.

Quality Assurance and Technical Spedfications
The licensee's statements with regard to quality assurance provisions for SBO
equipment do not seem to cover all equipment that is going to be used during
an SBO. The licensee needs to list all equipment that will be used_to provide
information and/or to support plant coping during a.n SBC. Based on this
list, the licensee neeqs to identify the equipment that is not ·covered under 10
CFR'·SO Appendix B and Appendix R and provide an appropriate quality
assurance program consistent with the requirement of RG 1.155, Appendix A.
In addition, the licensee needs to provide information on how the plant
complies with the guidance of RG 1.155, Appendix B, reg~ding Techn~cal
Specifications needs.
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